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Curriculum musicale

Multifaceted musician, he is active in different musical fields from the ancient to pop repertoire.
Born in Vercelli in 1982, he began studying the piano with Matteo Spina at the G. Ferrari Musical
Middle School, continuing his studies followed by Silvia Limongelli, Riccardo Sgubin and Giacomo
Platini. During the school period he participates in numerous competitions obtaining brilliant
results both in solo and four hands training, but also as an accompanying pianist.
In 2003 he started studying the harpsichord and ancient keyboards at the G. Verdi Conservatory of
Milan followed by Danilo Costantini, specializing in basso continuo and various techniques of the
art of accompanying; he is currently enrolled in the AFAM courses in Bergamo in the Modern Piano
Academic Diploma (pop/rock) under the guidance of Alberto Centofanti.
Besides the participation in ancient music productions with the ensemble Il continuo of Cremona,
the instrumental academy F.A. Vallotti of Vercelli and with other bands he has undertaken other
musical paths in the Jazz, Bossanova and Pop fields, discovering different worlds and ways of
"playing music". In relation to these languages he attended piano masters with Luca Jurman,
Harold Danko and participated in productions with Aida Cooper, Riccardo Fogli, Valerio Scanu
and other Italian songwriters (Gara00, Raffaele Moretti).
He has also always been active from a technological-musical point of view by participating in
recording and production masterclasses with Marco Migliari and Marco Canavese, at the High
School of Music Perfection in Saluzzo, who have perfected his activity as a sound engineer both for
studio productions and for live events.
Since 1998 he has worked as a liturgical organist and choral conductor in various institutions of the
Archdiocese of Vercelli.
He has been working in the didactic field since 2003, teaching classical and modern piano for
young musicians in some institutions in the province of Vercelli and at the municipal school F.A.
Vallotti. He has been primary school teacher since 2017 and in 2019 he obtained the permanent
position. Also in this specific area he specialized in teaching music.
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